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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to investigate some basic properties of (1,2) כβ-σi-continuous functions
and βכ1,2-normal spaces. Also we prove a famous lemma called Uryshon’s Lemma by using βכ1,2-normal spaces.
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Introduction: In 1963, Kelly [4] initiated the study of
the bitopological space which is to be a set X
equipped with two topologies τ1and τ2on X. In
bitopological spaces, Lellis Thivagar and Ravi [5,6]
introduced (1,2)כα-open sets by defining a new class
of open sets namely τ1,2-open sets and also developed
the weak forms open sets called
(1,2)כsemi-open sets and (1,2)כpre-open sets. Lellis
Thivagar and Athisaya Ponmani [7] introduce (1,2) כβopen sets and (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous functions and
investigate certain properties on it. This paper is to
focus on some more properties of (1,2)כβ-σicontinuous functions between bitopological spaces
and βכ1,2-normal spaces. Finally, we highlight the
proof of Uryshon’s Lemma by using (1,2)כβ-σicontinuous functions and βכ1,2-normal spaces.
2. Preliminaries: In this section we recollect some
properties of basic concepts which are useful in the
sequel.
Definition 2.1.[4] A non-empty set X together with
two topologies τ1and τ2is called a bitopological spaces
and is denoted by (X, τ1, τ2).
Definition 2.2.[5, 6]A subset S of a bitopological
space (X, τ1, τ2) is called τ1,2-open if and only if S =
AB, where A  אτ1 and B  אτ2.
The family of all τ1,2-open sets is denoted by τ1,2O(X).
Note that τ1,2O(X) need not necessarily form a
topology and τ1O(X), τ2O(X) كτ1,2O(X).
Remark 2.3 [5, 6] Let A be a subset of a bitopological
space (X, τ1, τ2).
Then
(i) τ1,2-int(A) = {G: G كA and G is τ1,2- open}
(ii) τ1,2-cl(A) = ∩{F: A كF and F is τ1,2-closed}.
Definition 2.4 A subset A of a bitopological space (X,
τ1, τ2) is called
(i) (1,2)כα-open [6] if A كτ1,2-int(τ1,2-cl(τ1,2-int(A)))
(ii) (1,2)כsemi-open [6] if A كτ1,2-cl(τ1,2-int(A))
(iii) (1,2)כpre-open [6] if Aكτ1,2-int(τ1,2-cl(A)) and
(iv) (1,2)כβ-open [7] if A كτ1,2-cl(τ1,2-int(τ1,2-cl(A))).
The complement of (1,2)כα-open (resp. (1,2)כsemiopen, (1,2)כpre-open and (1,2)כβ-open) sets are called
(1,2)כα-closed (resp.(1,2)כsemi-closed,(1,2)כpre-closed
and (1,2)כβ-closed) sets. The family of all (1,2)כα-open
(resp.(1,2)כsemi-open, (1,2)כpre-open and (1,2)כβ-open
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) sets is denoted by (1,2)כαO(X) (resp. (1,2)כSO(X),
(1,2)כ
PO(X) and (1,2)כβO(X) ).
Definition 2.5 [7] Let (X, τ1, τ2) be a iα bitopological
space and S كX. Then (1,2)כβ closure of A is defined as
(1,2)כβ cl(A) = ∩{F: A كF and F is (1,2)כβ-closed}and
(1,2)כβ interior of A is defined as (1,2) כβ int(A) = {G:
G كA and G is (1,2)כβ-open}.
Definition 2.6: [4] A bitopological space (X, τ1, τ2) is
called pairwise normal if for every pair of disjoint τ1closed set F1 and τ2-closed set F2 there exists disjoint
τ1-open set U and τ2-open set V such that F1 كV and
F2كU.
Definition 2.7 [4] Let (X, τ1, τ2) and (Y, σ1, σ2) be
bitopological spaces. A ma f : (X, τ1, τ2) → (Y, σ1, σ2) is
−1
said to be (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous if f (V) is (1,2)כβopen, for every σi-open set V of Y, i= 1,2.
Definition 2.8 [10] A dyadic number is a number s
n
that can be expressed as s = m/2 , where m = 1, 3, 5, …
n
, 2 -1 and n אN {0}. The set of dyadic numbers in
[0,1], denoted by P, are certainly countable.
Remark 2.9 [10] The set of dyadic numbers in I is
dense in I.
3. βכ1,2-normal Spaces and
Uryshon’s Lemma: In this section we introduce and
establish the properties of a new type of space called
βכ1,2-normal space and discuss certain properties of
(1,2)כβ-σi-continuous functions. Using these we prove
the famous lemma namely Uryshon’s Lemma.
Theorem 3.1 Let (X, τ1, τ2) and (Y, σ1, σ2) be
bitopological spaces and let f: X→Y. Then the
following statements are equivalent.
(i) f is (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous.
(ii) If B1and B2 are basis for σ1 and σ2 respectively,
−1
then f (Bi) is (1,2)כβ- open in X for each BiאBi and i=
1,2.
(iii) If S1 and S2 are subbasis for σ1 andσ2 respectively,
−1
then f (Si) is (1,2)כβ- open in X for each SiאSi and i=
1,2.
Proof: (i) ֜(ii): Since each basis element Bi of Bi is
an element of σiO(X) and f is (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous,
−1
f (Bi) is (1,2)כβ-open in X.
(ii) ֜(i): Let Vibe a σi-open set in (Y, σ1, σ2). Then
there is a collection {Biα : α אΛ } of members of Bi for
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σi such that Vi = U{Biα : α אΛ} and f (Vi) = U {f (Biα):
−1
α אΛ}. Therefore f (Vi) is (1,2)כβ-open in X.
(i) ֜(iii): Since each subbasis element Si of Si is an
−1
element of σiO(X) and f is (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous, f (Si)
כ
is (1,2) β-open in X.
(iii) ֜ (i): Since the family of all finite intersections
of subbasis elements is a basis, then by part (ii), we
get the result.
Definition 3.2 A bitopological space (X, τ1, τ2) is
called βכ1,2-normal if for every pair of disjoint (1,2) כβclosed set F1 and F2 there are disjoint (1,2)כβ-open sets
U and V such that F1كU and F2كV.
Remark 3.3 The βכ1,2-normality and pairwise
normality are independent to each other, which
shown in the following examples.
Example 3.4 Let X = {a, b, c, d}, τ1 = {φ, X, {a}, {a, b,
c}}, τ2 = {φ, X, {b},{a, b},{a, b, d}}. Then τ1,2 O(X) = {φ,
X,{a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}} and (1,2) כβ
O(X) = {φ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, d}, {a, b,
c}, {a, c, d}, {a, b, d}}. Clearly (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal
but not pairwise normal.
Example 3.5 Let X = {a, b, c}, τ1 = {φ, X, {a}} and τ2 =
{φ, X, {a, b}}. Then τ1,2 O(X) = {φ, X,{a},{a, b}} and
(1,2)כβ O(X) = {φ, X,{a},{a, b},{a, c}}. Clearly (X, τ1, τ2)
is not βכ1,2-normal but it is pairwise normal.
Theorem 3.6 A bitopological space (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2normal if and only if for each (1,2)כβ-closed subset A
of X and each (1,2)כβ-open subset U of X such that A
كU, there is a (1,2)כβ-open subset V of X such that A
كV (ك1,2)כβ cl(V) كU.
Proof: Suppose A is (1,2)כβ-closed and U is (1,2)כβopen such that A كU. Then X−U is (1,2)כβ-closed and
A∩(X−U) =φ. Since (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal, then
there are disjoint (1,2)כβ-open sets V and W such that
A كV and X−U كW. Since V∩W=φ, (1,2)כβ cl(V)
كX−W كU.
Now suppose A and B are two
disjoint (1,2)כβ-closed sets, then there is a (1,2)כβ-open
set V such that A كV (ك1,2)כβ cl(V) كX−B. Then
clearly V and X − [(1,2)כβ cl(V)] are two disjoint
(1,2)כβ-open sets such that A كV and B كX − [(1,2)כβ
cl(V)].
Theorem 3.7 Let (X, τ1, τ2) be a bitopological space
and let P be a dense
subset of [0,1]. Suppose that for each j אP, there is a
(1,2)כβ-open set Uj in X such that : (1) if s < t then
(1,2)כβ cl(Us) كUt and (2) X = UjאP Uj . Define f : X→
[0,1] by f(x) = glb{ j אP : x אUj }for each x אX. Then f is
(1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function.
Proof: Let S1 be the subbasis for the topologies σi on
[0,1], i= 1,2 and that consists of all sets of the form [0,
a) and (a,1], where a (א0,1). By Theorem 3.1, it is
−1
sufficient to show that both f ([0, a)) = { x אX : f(x)
−1
<a} and f ((a,1]) = { x אX : f(x) > a} are (1,2)כβ-open
−1
sets in X. To show that f ([0, a)) = U { Ut : t אP and t <
−1
a }. Let y אf ([0, a)).Then 0 ≤ f(y) < a. Since P is dense
in [0,1], there is a tyאP such that f(y) < ty< a. That is
glb{ t אP : y אUt} < ty< a. Hence y אUty , where ty< a
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and so y אU { Ut : t < a}. For the other inclusion, if y
אU{ Ut : t < a }, then y אUty for some tyאP with ty< a.
This implies f(y) = glb{t אP : y אUt} < ty< a and also y
−1
−1
אf ([0, a)). Therefore f ([0, a)) = U { Ut : t אP and t <
a } is the union of (1,2)כβ-open sets and hence it is
−1
(1,2)כβ-open. To show that f ((a,1]) is (1,2)כβ-open, we
−1
have to show X − f ((a,1]) = {x אX : f(x) ≤ a } is (1,2)כβclosed. To show { x אX : f(x) ≤ a } = ∩ { (1,2)כβ cl( Ut ) :
t אP and a < t }. Let y  {אxאX : f(x) ≤ a }and let t אP
such that a < t. Then there is a s אP such that s < t
and y אUs. Since UsكUt , y אUt(ك1,2)כβ cl( Ut ) and
hence{ x אX : f(x) ≤ a } ({∩ك1,2)כβ cl( Ut ) : t אP and a
< t }. For the reverse inclusion, let y ({ ∩א1,2)כβ cl( Ut )
: t אP and a < t } and let ϵ> 0. Since P is dense in [0,1],
there is s1אP such that a < s1< a+ϵ. Now y ({ א1,2)כβ
cl(Us1). Again since P is dense in [0,1], there is s 2אP
such that s1< s2< a+ϵ. Since {(1,2)כβ cl(Us1) كUs2 , y
אUs2. Therefore f(y) ≤ s2.Since s2< a+ϵ, f(y) < a+ϵ.Then
since ϵ is arbitrarily positive number, f(y) ≤ a. Thus {x
אX : f(x) ≤ a} ({∩ل1,2)כβ cl(Ut) : t אP and a < t}. This
completes the proof.
Theorem 3.8 (Uryshon’s Lemma): A bitopological
space (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal if and only if for each
pair A, B of disjoint (1,2)כβ-closed subsets of X there is
a (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function f : X → [0,1] such
that f(x) = 0 for all x אA and f(x) = 1 for all x אB.
Proof: Suppose (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal and let A and
B be disjoint (1,2)כβ-closed subsets of X. Since X−B is
(1,2)כβ-open and A كX−B. By Theorem 3.6, there is a
(1,2)כβ-open set U1/2 such that A كU1/2(ك1,2)כβ cl(U1/2)
كX−B. We continue to use Theorem 3.6. Since A
كU1/2, there is a (1,2)כβ-open set U1/4 such that A ك
U1/4( ك1,2)כβ cl(U1/4)  كU1/2. Since (1,2)כβ cl(U1/2) كX−B,
there is a (1,2)כβ-open set U3/4 such that (1,2)כβ cl(U1/2)
كU3/4(ك1,2)כβ cl(U3/4) كX−B. Thus we have the
following: A كU1/4(ك1,2)כβ cl(U1/4) كU1/2(ك1,2)כβ
cl(U1/2) كU3/4(ك1,2)כβ cl(U3/4) كX−B. Then we
continue this process, we obtain two families of sets
n
{Uj} and {(1,2)כβ cl(Uj)}, where j = m/2 אP, P is the set
of dyadic numbers. Let U1 = X so that each element of
X will be in some Uj. Then we have UsكUt(ك1,2)כβ
cl(Us) (ك1,2)כβ cl(Ut) (ك1,2)כβ cl(Uu) for s < t < u, and
(1,2)כβ cl(Ut) كUu for t < u. Now define f : X → [0,1] by
f(x) = glb { j אP{1} : x אUj }. By Theorem 3.7, f is
(1,2)כβ-σi-continuous. If x אA, then x אUj for all j
אP{1} and hence f(x) = 0 for all x אA. If x אB, then x

ොUj for all j אP but x אU1 and so f(x) = 1. Now suppose
A and B are two disjoint (1,2)כβ-closed subsets of X.
Then there is a (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function f : X →
[0,1] such that f(x) = 0 for all x אA and f(x) = 1 for all x
−1
אB. Hence f ([0,1/2)) = { x אX : f(x) <1/2} and
−1
f ((1/2,1]) = { x אX : f(x) >1/2} are disjoint (1,2)כβ-open
−1
−1
sets such that A كf ([0,1/2)) and B كf ((1/2,1]).
Theorem 3.9 ( General form Uryshon’s Lemma ):
A bitopological space (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal if and
only if for each pair A, B of disjoint (1,2) כβ-closed
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subsets of X there is a (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function f
: X →[a, b] such that f(x) = a for all x אA and f(x) = b
for all x אB.
Proof: Suppose (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal and let A, B
of disjoint (1,2)כβ-closed subsets of X. By Uryshon’s
Lemma, there is a (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function f1 : X
→ [0,1] such that f1(x) = 0 for all x אA and f1(x) = 1 for
all x אB. If we take f(x) = (b−a) f1(x) + a, then f is
(1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function. Also if x אA, then f(x)
= a and if x אB, then f(x) =b.
Now suppose A and
B be disjoint (1,2)כβ-closed subsets of X and there is a
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(1,2)כβ-σi-continuous function f : X → [a, b] such that
f(x) = a for all x אA and f(x) = b for all x אB. If we take
f1(x) = (f(x) – a) /(b−a), then f1 is (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous.
Also if x אA, then f1(x) = 0 and if x אB, then f1(x) = 1.
By Uryshon’s Lemma, (X, τ1, τ2) is βכ1,2-normal.
Conclusion: In this paper, we have discussed some
more properties of (1,2)כβ-σi-continuous functions.
Also we introduced and established the properties of
(1,2)כβ-normal spaces. In future, we can insist these
things into many research fields such as rough set
topology, fuzzy set topology, digital topology, etc.
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